
STORAGE SET-UPMAINTENANCE

Don’t use sharp objects near the Signus ONE – this 
can cause a puncture to the inflatable frame.

When using the Signus ONE avoid 
open fire or heated objects.

Avoid using chemicals when cleaning - warm water 
and a cloth or soft brush can be used to wipe clean 

the Signus ONE.

Regularly check and clean the over pressure valves – 
these can get clogged with dirt and this can stop 

them from functioning correctly.  

The Signus ONE is not intended for long-term 
outdoor use and should be inspected for wear or 

damage after every event.

If the Signus ONE is losing pressure, check all valves 
to ensure they are secured tightly, this should prevent 

any further loss of air. 

Unfold the inflatable frame fully before starting to 
inflate, straighten out any kinks in the tubes this will 

allow for easier and quicker inflation. 

When inflating the Signus ONE, check all the valves are 
closed tightly, this will enable full inflation during set up.

When using outside always anchor one foot of the Signus 
before inflation, and the remaining two after inflation. 

Inflate the three roof tubes first followed by the three 
leg tubes – this will create the unique Signus shape.

Always using recommended anchoring solutions 
when using the Signus ONE outdoors. 

For outdoor use in wet weather, always add the 
white roof cloths, these add the water-resistant layer 

needed for wet weather.

Do not exceed the specified maximum air pressure 
when setting up the Signus ONE – 3 PSI 0.2 Bar. 

Deflate the Signus by opening the six inflation valves – 
Do not remove the over pressure valves.

Fold carefully and avoid kneeling on 
the frame or roof. 

Do not pack or store the Signus wet - this can cause 
mould spots and discoloration. Always allow the frame 

and cloths to dry fully before packing away.

Signus ONE trolley box is provided for safe and easy 
storage – this will hold the complete inflatable pavilion 

when deflated and folded.   

Inspect the Signus ONE fully before packing away, 
check for any damages that may need repair. 

Use the electric pump for quicker and full deflation, 
the electric pump can be used to suck all the air out 

of the frame. 
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